SOS Leaders Attend Argument in Florida Beach Taking Case
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Can the Government Dump Sand In Front of Your Beach and
Create a Public Park?
Last week, SOS President Ernie Krygier, Communication Committee
Chairman David Almeter, and attorney David Powers flew to Washington, D.C.
to attend oral argument at the US Supreme Court in the case of Stop the Beach
Renourishment, Inc v. Florida Department of Environmental Protection, et al.
The case involves the question of who owns the new beach after the
government completes a renourishment project. If the decision stands, the
Florida people will have lost riparian rights. We in Michigan could also lose
our riparian rights.
The state of Florida enacted a law saying, in essence, that the state owns
that part of the beach restored by the government. Homeowners on the beach in
Destin, Florida challenged the law, saying it resulted in a taking of their right to
own to the water, which in Florida is the mean high tide line. The Florida
Supreme Court held that the law did not violate the constitution by taking
property from the homeowners because their right to own to the water never
existed in the first place.
This was the same trick that the state of Michigan used in 2005 to turn
Michigan’s beaches into a public thoroughfare. In the case of Glass v. Goeckel,
the Michigan Supreme Court simply ignored 160 years of caselaw holding that
waterfront owners had “exclusive use of the bank and shore,” and created a
public right to walk the dry beach. By using its courts to change the law,
Michigan effectively took our private beach rights and turned them into public
property, thereby avoiding the constitutional requirement that it pay just
compensation.

So SOS filed an amicus brief in the Florida case to advise the high Court
that this is not the first time a state has used its courts to steal property rights.
That brief showed that states like New Jersey, Oregon, and Michigan had
previously used the same trick to steal beachfront property and convert it to
public use, and that the issue is currently before the Ohio courts. We implored
the Court to find that Florida’s actions constitute a “judicial taking,” a concept
that has been long suggested, but never actually used, by the Supreme Court. If
the Court recognizes that what Florida did violates the Constitution, that
holding would put Michigan’s decision into question, too.
Five justices seemed quite critical of Florida’s bold move. Some pointed
out that under Florida’s view, the state could expand the beach simply to make
room for spring breakers to party in front of the waterfront homes. Justice
Scalia even proposed a name for the new law: the “Spring Break Act,” to much
laughter from the Court audience. If it wanted, Florida might even build an
amusement park in front of the homes. He told Florida’s lawyer that the
common law in most states was that beachfront owners owned to the water, and
that beachfront owners would be surprised to learn they did not own to the
water.
Justice Breyer and the new Justice, Sotomayor, argued that the
beachfront owners lost nothing. In response to the suggestion that an owner
might now find a hot dog vendor out on the beach in front of their home, Justice
Sotomayor pointed out that before the renourishment, that vendor could have
stayed in the same spot, although he would have been in the water, and the
landowner would have been powerless to stop him.
The key to the decision will likely be Justice Kennedy, who pointed out
concerns on both sides of the issue, but who seemed concerned about a taking.
To the argument that the landowners received rights from the government
equivalent to the rights they lost (and thereby really lost nothing), the
conservative justices suggested that the way to decide that was to find a taking
occurred, and then send the case back to the Florida courts for a determination
of the value of the loss, if any. This seems to be the best suggestion we heard.
We expect a decision on the case in the spring or early summer of 2010.
For more information, look for the SOS Amicus Brief and a transcript of the
Supreme Court hearing at www.saveourshoreline.org.

